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One sip of the famous orange fizzy drink  
transforms him into a fuzzy tartan rage monster.

AKA eleven-year-old Murdo McLeod.  
Powers: Sliding up walls (S L O W L Y ) and oozing slime

EVIL RATING:  EVIL RATING:  

AWESOME RATING:  AWESOME RATING:  

AWESOME RATING:  AWESOME RATING:  

GROSS.

Experienced superhero.  
Powers: magical sporran and bagpipes

GASP!

YAY!

SCOTLAND’S SUPERHEROES AND VILLAINS 
SUPER LEAGUE

SCOTLAND’S SUPERHEROES AND VILLAINS 
SUPER LEAGUE

In a Scotland full of awesome superheroes,  

Slugboy has a lot to prove. 

So when a supercharged supervillain or two  

(mu-ha-ha-ha!) appears, Slugboy is put to the test . 

Let’s hope he doesn’t slip up…
SLUGBOY SAVES THE WORLD

MARK 
A. SMITH
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It was a sunny Sunday afternoon in St Andrews and  
Murdo McLeod – like every other self-respecting schoolboy 
in Scotland – was watching TV.

Murdo’s favourite show, ‘Mighty Mutant Monkeys 
from Mars’, had only just started, when it was suddenly 
and unexpectedly interrupted by an emergency news 
bulletin.

AN ENORMOUS, SCALY, 
PREHISTORIC, MAN-EATING,  
FIRE-BREATHING, COUNTRY-MUSIC-LOVING 

MONSTER HAS EMERGED FROM 
THE RIVER TAY AND IS ATTACKING 

DUNDEE CITY CENTRE!
the excitable reporter exclaimed. 

THE POLICE ARE POWERLESS TO STOP  
THE CREATURE’S RUTHLESS RAMPAGE!

1.  
THE WORLD’S  

WORST SUPERHERO
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“Great leaping lizards!” Murdo gasped. “This sounds 
like a job for… ME!” He leapt heroically from the sofa, 
pressed his magic belly button and was instantly 
transformed into the unmistakeably average

“Now, where did I put my keys…?”
After finding his keys – and leaving a note for his 

mum to say he’d be home by teatime – Murdo was off, 
speeding across the silvery Tay… on the number 99 bus. 
Not the most awe-inspiring mode of transportation, 
sure, but Batmobiles don’t grow on trees, people! 

While we’re waiting for Murdo to arrive in Dundee  
(he’ll take a while to get there), now seems as good a time 
as any to give you the lowdown on how a scrawny little 
kid from St Andrews became the scrawny little super-
hero known as 
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First though, let’s make one thing crystal clear, 
because I don’t want anyone entering into this epic tale 
of bravery, suspense and white-knuckle adventures 
with any misconceptions: Murdo is not your typical 
superhero. Most superheroes are impossibly good-
looking men and women, built like Olympic athletes,  
as powerful as Greek gods, and totally fearless. Murdo, 
on the other hand, is small and sort of awkward looking. 
He’s got skinny arms and legs, and I wouldn’t use the 
word ‘brave’ so much as the words ‘daft’, ‘half-baked’ or 
‘just plain clueless’.

Oh, and his not-so-awesome origin story, the story of 
how he gained his powers, that’s not the most glamorous 
of tales, either. Still, if all that hasn’t put you off, then 
read on, my friend, and prepare to be dazzled by all sorts 
of derring-do and, um, other stuff.

Like many modern-day marvels, Murdo owes his 
uncanny abilities to a radioactive creepy-crawly. Unlike 
some of those more upmarket, Hollywood-blockbuster-
style caped crusaders, however, our  wasn’t 
bitten by some free-range, corn-fed, cream-of-the-crop 
super-insect that had been experimented on in some 
fancy, futuristic laboratory. No, Murdo swallowed 
an irradiated bug while mucking about in Callum 
Campbell’s back garden. And it wasn’t even a cool 
bug, like a spider or a warrior beetle. It was a fat, 
grotty  that had rolled around in toxic 
waste (and some other unmentionables) before 

RUDE.
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meeting its undignified end at the back of Murdo’s 
throat. You see, a week earlier, Callum had claimed 
that he’d tried slugs at a French restaurant one time, 
and that they’d tasted like barbeque-beef-flavoured 
crisps. Murdo hadn’t been convinced, but he’d figured 
there was only one way to find out for sure… 

So yeah, not the most spectacular of beginnings, 
but that fateful day left Murdo with much more than 
just a horrible taste in his mouth. He soon discovered 
that he could slide up walls on his tummy faster than 
a speeding… um, well, he’s pretty slow, actually. Most 
of the time he slides at a gentle walking pace, because 
he needs to contract his stomach muscles to move up 
and down surfaces and it’s really tricky. In fact, the last  
time Murdo tried to go a little bit quicker he lost his  
grip halfway up the side of his house and fell head 
first into his mum’s compost heap, which was as 
embarrassing, as disgusting and yes, as stinky as it 
sounds! 

As for Murdo’s other powers, you already know  
about the magic-belly-button-superhero-transformation 
thing, so that just leaves one more, and let’s just say  
I’ve not exactly kept the best till last… 

Now, I hope you’re sitting down for this because what 
I’m about to tell you might just blow your mind! Then 
again, it probably won’t… 

You see, Murdo’s other power is to… Well, if he 
concentrates really hard then… How can I put this nicely? 
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His skin gets kind of… . You know, sort of moist 
and greasy, like when you rub sunflower oil between 
your fingers. Not that you ever would rub sunflower oil 
between your fingers, but if you did then it’d feel exactly 
like Murdo’s slimy skin. 

Sadly, Murdo hasn’t yet found any practical use for 
this particular talent – in a recent internet poll it was 
actually voted one of the most useless superpowers 
of all time! – but he’s sure it’s bound to come in handy 
sooner or later… 

Anyway, he’s finally reached his destination, so back 
to the story! 
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2. 
DISASTER  
IN DUNDEE

Murdo was so excited at the thought of going on a 
proper superhero mission, and battling an actual, 
honest-to-goodness monster, that he hadn’t been able to 
sit still the entire journey to Dundee. His bus came to a 
gradual, grinding halt down the road from the Overgate 
Shopping Centre, and as he stumbled off, buzzing with 
nervous energy, he pictured people filling the streets to 
celebrate his impending victory over his larger-than-
life opponent. OK, so he hadn’t given any thought to 
how he might actually defeat the towering tyrant, but 
Murdo wasn’t one for sweating small details like that. 

He dashed to Dundee City Square and slid up the 
side of the Caird Hall, the city’s largest, most prestigious 
concert venue, for a better view of his surroundings. 
When he eventually reached the roof, however, Murdo 
was exhausted. Sliding up walls is hard work! 

“Just need… a minute… to catch… my breath,” he panted, 
“and then… then it’ll be

    
TIME!”
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Unfortunately, as he staggered wearily towards the front 
of the building, Murdo slipped in pigeon poo and bashed 
his head, nearly knocking himself out! (Thank goodness 
the Caird Hall has a flat roof, huh?) 

And so our hapless hero lay there, dazed and confused 
and counting the cartoon stars flashing before his 
eyes, completely oblivious to an epic battle that was 
unfolding not twenty yards away in the city centre!

That’s right folks, another group of superheroes had 
arrived to save the day and they were giving the scaly, 
country-music-loving monster a real run for its money. 
The beast thrashed its tail and roared, lava spewed out 
of its flared nostrils and deadly laser beams shot from 
its eyes, but the mighty heroes battled valiantly until 
they finally gained the upper hand!

Meanwhile, Murdo was in a daze. He’d drifted off 
to the Land of Nod, that magical place where your 
dreams live. He imagined he was the world’s greatest-
ever superhero. People adored him, looked up to him, 
idolised him, and all the girls fancied him, too! He even 
had his own fan club, the MURDO-MAD MOB, or 
TRIPLE M for short. Murdo was about to deliver his 
acceptance speech for yet another Nobel Prize, this time 
for ‘Outstanding Contribution to Saving the World’, 
when he was rudely awoken by a freezing-cold blast of 
water to the face.

“Argh! Where am I? What year is this? And why am  
I all wet?” 
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“I’m why you’re all wet, you moron!” snarled an 
unfamiliar woman’s voice. She didn’t sound too friendly.

Once Murdo had come to his senses and wiped the 
water from his eyes, he was stunned to find himself 
face-to-faces with the country’s coolest crime-fighters:

And the Squad’s resident mind-reader: 

Aqua Lass was the Squad’s fearless leader, a stern, 
straight-talking taskmaster with a sharp tongue and an 
attitude to match. Her fingers were still dripping from 
soaking Murdo with her water-throwing abilities, and 
she looked decidedly unimpressed with the soggy sap 
sitting before her. 

“I can’t believe you slept through that whole battle.” 
She waved a disapproving finger in Murdo’s face. “And 
this isn’t the first time you’ve slipped up, either! Don’t 

who are:
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look so surprised. We know all about your ‘daring debut’ 
at the community centre the other week.”

“You heard about that?”
Aqua Lass scowled menacingly.
“In my defence,” Murdo offered, “I thought those 

people were vandals about to graffiti the walls. They had 
paint cans and were wearing masks!”

“Those ‘vandals’ you courageously covered in slime 
were a bunch of little old ladies: charity workers who 
had volunteered to repaint the building. And the masks 
were to protect them from paint fumes. Any idiot could 
have worked that out.”

“I didn’t cover them in slime; it was more of a light 
coating. And I told them I was sorry––”

“Save it, slime bucket! You have some nerve calling 
yourself a superhero, pal! All you do is mess up and give 
the rest of us a bad name! You’re an embarrassment.  
You should be ashamed to wear that cape.”

This merciless barrage of insults continued until 
Psychic Sally came to Murdo’s rescue.

“Don’t be so hard on him, Aqua Lass,” she said. “I’m 
sure Slugboy was just trying to help.” 

Aqua Lass didn’t look convinced, but just when she 
seemed ready to launch into another hard-hitting rant, 
everyone’s attention was drawn towards a weaselly little 
man that Dynamo Dave was holding in a headlock. He’d 
been there all along, but Murdo had been too starstruck 
to take any notice of him until now. 
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“Unhand me, you cumbersome Neanderthal,” the man 
squealed, trying to wriggle free from Dave’s vice-like 
grip. “You’ll be hearing from my lawyers, you oversized 
imbecile!”

“Who is that?” Murdo asked, relieved to be out from 
under Aqua Lass’s spotlight. “And what happened to that 
whopping big dinosaur thing that was attacking the 
city?”

“This is Brodie Bremner,” Sally explained. “Better 
known around these parts as

“Of course it is!” Murdo had seen the sneaky super-
villain on TV dozens of times, but hadn’t recognised him 
in his swanky new costume. “So what diabolical evilness 
has the good-for-nothing lowlife been up to this time?”

“He was using his telepathic trickery to force that 
scaly, country-music-loving monster into attacking the 
city. Once we’d figured out what was going on, everyone 
else kept Godzilla-features busy while I tracked Brodie 
down and knocked him out with a heavy-duty mind-
blast. It was all surprisingly straightforward.” 

“Awesome! And once he’d lost control of the 
creature…?”

“It moseyed on back into the River Tay. Turns out it’s 
been living there peacefully for goodness knows how 
long.”

“But I thought Brodie Brainwave could only control  

”
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small creatures, like rats and birds and those teeny-
weeny dogs celebrities sometimes carry around in their 
handbags,” Murdo said, recalling the description of 
Brodie’s powers from his Bottom Trumps Heroes and 
Villains card game.

“He must have upgraded somehow.” Sally shrugged. 
“Under normal circumstances I’d scan a villain’s mind 
for more details, but Brodie’s brainwave powers make 
him difficult to read, so unless he’s feeling especially 
talkative…”

“Why don’t you—”
“Enough!” Aqua Lass snapped, interrupting Murdo. 

“We have more important things to do than stand around 
here playing Twenty Questions with superhero-wannabes 
like you! Now come on, you lot.” She took Brodie by the 
wrist and dragged him along behind her. “We’ll drop this 
loser off at the slammer and then let’s get back to 
base. Dave thinks he left the iron on again…”

“See you later, Slugboy,” Sally called with a smile and a 
wink. “Keep on fighting the good fight!”

Aqua Lass shot Murdo one last scathing look before 
she and the rest of the Adventure Squad departed, leaving 
Murdo alone on the rooftop to reflect on his disastrous 
day… 

“It could have been worse,” he decided. “At least I got 
to meet the Adventure Squad. AND they’ve heard of me! 
How cool is that?!” 
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                    (LEADER) CONTROLS WATER,  
TRANSFORMS INTO WATER

FLIES, HAS ENHANCED SENSES

INCREASES HIS STRENGTH  
THROUGH PHYSICAL MOVEMENT

READS MINDS, MIND BLASTS, 
TELEPATHIC COMMUNICATION

BOTTOM 
TRUMPS TRUMPSTRUMPSTRUMPS HEROES AND VILLAINSHEROES AND VILLAINSHEROES AND VILLAINS CURRENT SQUAD:

FORMER SQUAD  
MEMBERS INCLUDE:  

CAPTAIN SCOTLAND,  
ARNOLD ARMSTRONG,  
THE GREEN LADY  
and THE GREAT SCOT

Captain Scotland formed the 
Adventure Squad after being 
overwhelmed by his arch-nemesis, 
Major Disaster, and Disaster’s 
robotic minions, the Deadly  
Dashing White Sergeants. Faced 
with a threat no individual hero 
could hope to conquer alone, 
Captain S. banded together with Arnold Armstrong, Sir Sgian Dubh and 
the Green Lady to defeat Major Disaster and save the country.

The now government-funded Adventure Squad has become a 
national institution. They even have their own line of tasty pasta sauces; 
a particular favourite is Psychic Sally’s Nutty Green Pesto! Nutritious and 
delicious! 

The Squad’s line-up has varied over the years and so too have their 
costumes. The most radical of their uniforms was an unfortunate black 
leather, punk-rock look adopted during a time-travelling mission  
to the 1970s. After agreeing that they looked more like a gang of bikers  
than a team of superheroes, the Adventure Squad dropped the leathers 
in favour of more traditional multi-coloured spandex outfits, and the world 
breathed a collective sigh of relief!
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